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Abstract:

Electric flight became viable with the advent of relatively lightweight batteries. Beyond unlocking ways to fly

sustainably and emissions free, the technology of electric motors and the concept of distributed electric

propulsion allowed for consideration of novel aircraft configurations. Such fundamental change in aircraft

conceptual design is akin to the advent of the jet age. I will present the early evolution of electric aircraft

from the perspective of a practising aerodynamicist operating in the early electric vertical take-off and

landing aircraft era, in particular within the context of design and development of the Joby eVTOL vehicle. I

will talk about the practical challenges involved and how the experience and knowledge from aerodynamic

theory and methods can be applied to the novel ways in which such aircraft fly. I will provide a glimpse into

where the methods for successful design of future vehicles of this kind need to be developed.
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competition in 2011. He worked on aerodynamic design of the Joby aircraft and its flight dynamics

modeling.
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